
Around The Minch 
A 7 day cruise from Oban to Ullapool.  
 
As Tony pointed to a large disturbance some way off Taronga’s port bow, I mouthed 
the words Killer Whale, and quickly added, female, as the male’s dorsal fin would 
have stood a clear five feet above our gunwhale!. It’s pathetic how one’s first guess 
always goes for the most impressive creature and as the grey fin broke the surface 
again, disturbingly close this time, it was obvious that our attacking Orca was in fact 
the less exotic Minke whale enjoying a good feed in the confused water off Neist 
point on the west coast of Skye. It was hard to tell who was more interested in whom 
and after nearly 30 minutes of hide and seek we sadly parted company. 
Neist point holds a special memory for me as the last time I passed it was with Anna, 
on our honeymoon, each in a river kayak, stuffed full of camping kit etc. on a 
circumnavigation of the island. We had rounded the point at the height of the ebb with 
a large swell running, just as a vicious rain squall hit us. The sea state then is forever 
etched on our memories! 
 
 
Today could not have been more different. Our craft was positively luxurious and dry 
in comparison, the sea relatively benign and whilst the Black Cuillin mountains of 
Skye were lost in dark cloud and rain the view NW to the distant Outer Hebrides was 
beckoning in the warm afternoon sun. These islands had not been on the original 
itinerary on our way north from Oban to Ullapool but from Neist point we were 
drawn inexorably towards their distant charm. In a light westerly breeze we headed 
out across the Minch, and as the horizon of seemingly hundreds of hazy blue islands 
began to form into continuous mountain ranges and definite islands, a large school of 
dolphins came leaping out of the now mirror calm sea to play on our bow wave. One  
hour later we were anchored in a perfect lagoon on Hermetray on the NE tip of North 
Uist for our third night aboard and we could not wish for a more magical place in 
which to spend it. 
It had been good to have had the sun for most of the day as our initial days had been 
anything but dry. From Oban, after the by now obligatory rushed drive and packing, 
we had a cracking evening sail to Carsiag Bay on the south side of Mull. I had been 
excited about the following days sail westwards to Iona but as the heavy sky began to 
shed its load I knew this was not to be the day to show Tony the magic of the area. 
The wind held well for a while, dropped completely for an hour and then picked up 
again as the rain became heavier and heavier. I couldn’t resist taking Taronga in to see 
Erraid’s golden beaches of our family trip several years previously, but all I could get 
out of Tony was a soggy grunt! Tinkers hole came and went, likewise Bull hole but 
by now the sailing was demanding full concentration with a good wind from dead 
astern. Again I had hoped to at least get Tony a glimpse of Staffa’s basalt columns but 
several miles from this spectacular island a nasty squall came through and the place 
disappeared! Finally with small jib and three reefs in we entered the lagoon of 
Acairseid Mhor on the NW corner of Gometra; cold, wet and tired. 
A damp night followed but with sun in the morning our gear quickly began to steam 
and dry. Setting sail for Muck in a SE 3 we made good progress past Ardnamurchan 
point but were slightly alarmed at the blackness that was sweeping up the mainland 
coast to our right. It looked like we were in for another soaking but the further north 
we got the more distance we put between ourselves and the mountains that were 



causing this weather and by the time we were off the SW side of Rhum the wind had 
dropped completely.  

Canna 
 

 



We fidgeted a bit, then reluctantly motored, impatient to get to Canna, but no sooner 
had the noisy brute been pulled into life than a warm afternoon breeze filled in from 
the west and we enjoyed a good beat into the perfect natural harbour to beach, eat and 
then wander around this idyllic Scottish island. But all was not quite what it seemed 
on Canna….. The explosion echoed around the harbour, a great dust cloud rose and a 
decent chunk of the hillside above the harbour wall was reduced to rubble. Like Eigg 
and Muck, Canna was shortly to be the proud owner of a massive new RoRo terminal, 
as Brussels, in their wisdom, had declared that the practice of ferrying visitors etc by 
launch from an anchored ferry was too dangerous. At least we thought the 14 locals 
would be pleased, but apart from the extra business they gained from the temporary 
workforce, they had nothing positive to say for the scheme. It seems nowhere is safe 
from this menacing bureaucracy and Canna’s delightful harbour will never quite be 
the same. 
Leaving early in a SSW3 we just made it to the SW coast of Skye and slipped quietly 
between the Macleods Maidens sea stacks before the wind died on us. We motored up 
towards Neist point and it was only as our Minke whale left us that a gentle breeze 
again picked up to take us partway across the Little Minch to N.Uist. 

Mcleods Maidens, West coast of Skye 
 
 

 



We awoke finally to a perfect day, a good SE wind and not a cloud in sight. Where 
now was the question? It’s great cruising in this area with only a final date and 
destination to meet, there are so many options. St.Kilda was mentioned but even with 
a suitable forecast such a detour would definitely have put us off schedule. Then there 
are the Monach Isles, closer but still awkward in their positon now that all the 
potential through passages north and south of N.Uist have been blocked by 
causeways.  
 

Outer Hebridean perfection! Hermetray 

 
 
We still felt it worth a look at the link between Berneray and N.Uist to see if we could 
somehow sneak through but it was well and truly blocked and in the end we opted to 
run NW out of the Sound of Harris to meet the Atlantic by Shillay and beat back 
eastwards through this intricate (for bigger boats) passage. 
By the time we turned north past the natural harbour of Rodel the wind had risen and 
a thick sea fog had enveloped us. Sailing close inshore, well reefed, trying to pick off 
the many headlands of the east coast of S.Harris, we had an exhilarating reach to East 
Loch Tarbert and ended up tied to a mooring in heavy rain by a rather squalid fishing 
harbour on the Isle of Scalpay. 
With a fair wind forecast we left early from this rather depressing spot, sailed out 
under the rather extravagant suspension bridge that now links Scalpay to Harris and 
set course for The Shiants. But the wind totally disappeared shortly after and not 
having a huge distance planned for the day, I suggested rowing. Oh!  
 



The long row to the Shiants 

 
The complaints, but the miles and hours ticked by and The Shiants gradually began to 
reveal their splendid rock architecture as we slowly closed these isolated islands. We 
rounded the southern point of Eilean na Tighe and made our way in the pouring rain 
under high cliffs to the stony isthmus of Mol Mor feeling wonderfully alone and none 
too sure how we might sort out the boat for the night. And so it was with some 
incredulity that we were met by 50 or more bedraggled figures on the shore staring 
forlornly out to sea. Some carried shovels, forks and even the odd pick axe. We were 
intrigued but no one seemed interested in us for by then a series of large ribs had 
arrived and helped them escape to goodness knows where! Then Colin and his mates 
arrived in a dilapidated fishing boat from Stornoway. A clearly drunk man, who 
turned out to be the captain, emerged on deck in a half zipped drysuit and jumped 
overboard, knife in hand quickly followed by the owner of the Falmouth chain ferry 
and a Glaswegian who claimed to be a friend of Fidel Castro. The drowning captain 
was quickly wrestled ashore and we set about trying to find out just what was going 
on! 



Having set Taronga out on a running loop to an anchor that had somehow held in the 
thick kelp and boulders we walked across to the only bothy on the islands. If only we 
had read Adam Nicholson’s “Sea Room” before the trip we would have known that 
during the summer months a group of mainly Czech archaeologists descend on the 
Shiants to try and unearth the deeply hidden history of its past inhabitants and their 
‘black house’ dwellings. And suddenly there was the man himself, wondering who on 
earth we were and what we were doing on his island! As for Colin and friends? They 
were simply visiting for a night out of barbequing and malts, and the fifty figures on 
the beach had been on a day trip following a lecture about the Islands at the Nicholson 
Institute in Stornoway. 
We were well entertained that night, both by the charming Mr Nicholson (here on his 
annual 3 day visit to his inheritance) and later by the generosity of Colin and friends 
for sharing their delicious meat and fish delicacies, not to mention the whiskies and 
good humour. It was a memorable evening shared with a more disparate group of 
individuals one could ever expect to meet on a remote island. 
Finally returning to Taronga, we found the fishing boat high and dry and the reason 
for the near drowning became clear. We quickly cut their prop free of old rope  and 
then settled into a troubled sleep as a series of strong squalls passed across our rather 
exposed anchorage. At least we thought the next day would bring back some 
normality to our schedule but this was no ordinary place…. 
We awoke to the sound of 30 tonnes of boat being beached by a small swell onto the 
stony beach having dragged anchor and then the sight of Colin and all up to their 
waists with shouts of “one more wee push lads…”. Shame for them that she was 
beached on a falling tide just after high water! 



As we made ready for the passage to the Summer Isles, Colin and the Falmouth man 
set out in a large aluminium tender to retrieve a few lobster pots they had laid the 
previous day to the north of the Islands. With two broken kayak paddles as propulsion 
and a S5 blowing their mission was obvious to us as a one way ride to the Faeroes! 
We had to follow and as we left the beach Adam Nicholson suggested that we exit his 
islands by way of the fantastic natural arch at the eastern end of Garbh Eilean; the 
very hole through which the metal craft had just disappeared. Deciding that the roof 
was too low for comfort we lowered the mast and shot through this wind funnel to 
daylight on the north side.  

Leaving the Shiants the awkward way! 

 
An hour later Colin and crew, whisky bottle in hand, were safely towed back to the 
beach, and our farewells were said for the second time. 



Amongst the Summer Isles after a fabulous romp from the Shiants 

 
 
The next 6 hours was one of the great sails, on a  broad reach ENE across a lively and 
sparkling North Minch with the sun on our backs. Dolphins came and went and 
Taronga ate up the miles. The sea built up as we neared the islands and we surfed 
onwards wanting this passage to last forever. All too soon we were beached on the 
idyllic sands of Ristol Island, bringing back memories from 5 years ago when my 
family of five spent our first night on Taronga at anchor.  
 



Ristol Island, Summer Isles 

 
 
Ah, the perfect memories… but at the time, with the youngest just one, it hadn’t been 
such a perfect night! 
We had arrived, all but a fast reach down to Ullapool in the morning…and then the 
penance…a 350 mile round trip by hire car to retrieve the van etc, the 2 am loading of 
boat onto trailer and the start of the huge drive south…but as always worth every mile 
of it. And more! 
Go and sail there, but not too many of you. We wouldn’t want it to become crowded! 
 
David Williams and Tony Graham 
On “Taronga” W 9735 
 
 13th to 19th June 2005 


